QUICK REFERENCE to Medical Care Program Coverage Groups and HealthChoice Eligibility

**Adults**

*A02* Adults Ages 19 to <65, no Medicare; up to 138% FPL

*A03* 124%-138% FPL

*A04* Disabled adults, no Medicare, up to 77% FPL

*No spend-down for newly eligible adults*

**Parents & Caretaker Relatives**

* F05 Low-income parents/caretaker relatives, any age, Medicare permitted, up to 123% FPL

*F99* Medically Needy with Spend-down: Parents & Primary Caretakers or Children

**Transitional Medical Assistance**

*F02* Post-low-income parents/children: earnings

**Pregnant Women**

*P02* Pregnant Women up to 189% FPL

*P11* Pregnant Women 190% – 264% FPL

**Family Planning/Reproductive Health Limited Benefit**

P10 Age/gender-appropriate services, up to 264% FPL

**Children**

* P06 Newborns of Eligible Mothers; children < 1 year old up to 199% FPL; or deemed newborns

*P07* Children 1 up to 19

  1 up to 6 years old, 143% FPL

  6 up to 19 years old, 138% FPL

*F98* Children 19 & 20 years old, up to 123% FPL

*P13* Title XXI MCHP, Child 1 up to 19 years old, up to 189% FPL

*P14* Title XXI MCHP, Child under 19 years old, 190 – 211% FPL

**Maryland Children’s Health Program (MCHP) Premium**

*D02* MCHP Premium, 212 - 264% FPL

*D04* MCHP Premium, 265 - 322% FPL

**Foster Care & Subsidized Adoptions**

*†E01* IV-E or SSI, Foster Care or Subsidized Adoptions

*†E02* Non-IV-e, Foster Care or Special Needs Subsidized Adoption & Subsidized Guardianship

†E03 State Funded Foster Care

†E04 State Funded Subsidized Adoptions & Subsidized Guardianship

*E05* Former Foster Care 21 up to 26 years old

**Refugees**

*G01* Refugee Medical Assistance

*G02* Post RCA Extension – Earnings

*G98* Refugee Medical Assistance

*G99* Refugee Medical Assistance, Spend-down

**Walter Lomax Act**

#H13  Erroneously Convicted, Sentenced or Confined

† Eligibility Determined in CARES or E&E

☐ Medicare Savings Program

* HealthChoice Eligible unless: Medicare; living in an institution; living out of state; or in Model Waiver

# On MMIS Only

^ Entered by trained Title X clinic staff only
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